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ABSTRACT
Software developers typically rely upon a large network of depen-
dencies to build their applications. For instance, the NPM package
repository contains over 3 million packages and serves tens of bil-
lions of downloads weekly. Understanding the structure and nature
of packages, dependencies, and published code requires datasets
that provide researchers with easy access to metadata and code of
packages. However, prior work on NPM dataset construction typi-
cally has two limitations: 1) only metadata is scraped, and 2) pack-
ages or versions that are deleted from NPM can not be scraped.
Over 330,000 versions of packages were deleted from NPM between
July 2022 and May 2023. This data is critical for researchers as it
often pertains to important questions of security and malware. We
present npm-follower, a dataset and crawling architecture which
archives metadata and code of all packages and versions as they are
published, and is thus able to retain data which is later deleted. The
dataset currently includes over 35 million versions of packages, and
grows at a rate of about 1 million versions per month. The dataset
is designed to be easily used by researchers answering questions
involving either metadata or program analysis. Both the code and
dataset are available at https://dependencies.science.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern software development relies extensively on a complex net-
work of reusable open-source software components (packages). The
largest [6] repository of packages is the NPM repository, which con-
tains over three million packages, and 35 million different versions
of packages while serving tens of billions of downloads weekly.
Practically every JavaScript application depends on packages from
the NPM repository. Understanding the NPM ecosystem, including
distribution properties, versioning, and dependency relations is an
important component for reasoning about JavaScript software de-
velopment practices [14, 36], security [3, 12, 21], program analysis
[8, 18, 20, 30] and more.

Existing package repository datasets, such as libraries.io [35]
and DaSEA [4], provide a wealth of information about dependency
structure, author information, etc., even across multiple package
ecosystems. However, these datasets are typically limited in two
ways: (1) only storingmetadata and not code of packages; and (2) not
maintaining historic data when packages or versions of packages
are unpublished or deleted from NPM. Unfortunately, packages
are often deleted from NPM. Between July 12, 2022, and May 10,
2023, we have detected 335,325 versions of packages that have been
deleted. This loss of data is problematic for data availability and
artifact reproducibility for research which may use package data
(regression testing [19], static analysis [8], training large-language
models [15], etc.), and makes research areas that specifically exam-
ine deleted packages (such as malware analysis) nearly impossible
without privileged access [32].

We present npm-follower as a platform to enable easier re-
search on the NPM ecosystem. We believe that npm-follower of-
fers two main benefits. First, npm-follower continually collects
and archives packages, and thus retains data (including package
code1) which is later deleted from NPM. Second, npm-follower
scrapes and indexes multiple sources of data (developer-provided
metadata, code, download metrics and security advisories), allow-
ing researchers to easily write analyses which touch many aspects
of the NPM ecosystem. The npm-follower dataset and source code
is available at https://dependencies.science, and we hope that it will
be useful to the research community.

1Note that npm-follower collects the code which is released by developers to NPM,
which may be different from the source code of a project’s GitHub repository (Sec-
tion 2).
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2 RELATEDWORK
A variety of existing tools scrape data from software ecosystems.
Roughly, these can be divided into two areas: those that include
metadata only, and those that store source code.

The libraries.io [35] website hosts a dataset of metadata
spanning multiple package managers, and is quite detailed. How-
ever, Buchkova et al. [4] report that it is not well maintained and
does not include metadata for all versions of packages, and in re-
sponse introduced the DaSEA dataset which is a cross-ecosystem
dataset containing metadata for versions of packages. Unfortu-
nately, DaSEA does not include NPM (the largest and fastest grow-
ing repository [6]). In addition, neither libraries.io nor DaSEA
store package code themselves. Thus, to perform package code
analysis one would have to download package code from NPM,
which is time and labor intensive, and is impossible for packages
that have been deleted from NPM.

On the other hand, large-scale projects exist which archive not
only metadata but also source code. GHTorrent [11] and World
of Code [17] collect and archive source code from VCS hosting
platforms (GitHub, etc.). Unfortunately, GHTorrent appears to be
unmaintained, and both focus on scraping VCS data rather than
package manager repositories. Packages uploaded to NPM do not
necessarily have an associated (public) VCS repository, and code
uploaded to NPM may in fact be different from source code in a
VCS repository, so these are related but complementary sources of
data. The Software Heritage archive [13] collects the full source
code of packages across multiple software ecosystems, including
NPM. However, the Software Heritage archive performs intermit-
tent scraping, similar to the Wayback Machine [1], so it is not able
to download packages which are uploaded and deleted in-between
scrapes. In contrast, npm-follower receives updates from the NPM
repository and downloads new packages as they appear with low
latency (Section 4.2).

Using software ecosystem datasets, researchers are able to ex-
amine many interesting research topics, such as technical lag [10],
versioning [29, 37], micro packages [16], static analysis [8], mal-
ware analysis [25, 32, 38, 39], security vulnerability analysis [5, 7]
and more, all of which need access to either metadata or package
source code data. In our prior work, we used NPM ecosystem data
to evaluate our technique for optimal dependency solving [27], and
to understand how developers make use of semantic versioning
and updates in practice [26]. The first version of npm-follower
was born out of that work, and since then we have provided more
built-in analyses, added scraping of package download metrics, and
continued to improve reliability. In this paper we discuss key design
decisions of npm-follower, as well as challenges for sustainability
of the system.

3 USING NPM-FOLLOWER
The npm-follower dataset is useful for answering research ques-
tions involving metadata and/or source code analysis, such as eval-
uation of static analysis tooling, detection of malware, or training
code large-language models. To illustrate how npm-follower could
be used in such research, we present a hypothetical example of vul-
nerability impact analysis [28, 33], which has the goal of identifying
client libraries that may be impacted by a security vulnerability

• Packages
• Versions
• Dependencies

• Advisories
• Vulnerable Versions
• CWEs

• Download Metrics

• Code Tarballs

Figure 1: Conceptual structure of the npm-follower database.

in a dependency, and if the vulnerable code is in fact reachable
from the client. We can use npm-follower to perform the first half
of that task: finding pairs of clients and dependencies, where the
dependency has a vulnerability. To do so, we will first work on
building the set of dependencies, and then match them with de-
pendent clients. A variant of this example is available as a video
demonstration. 2

3.1 Finding Packages with Vulnerabilities
In addition to package metadata, npm-follower also scrapes secu-
rity advisories from the GitHub Advisory Database. We can find
packages that have vulnerabilities by joining the table of packages
(center of Figure 1) with the table of vulnerabilities (top of Figure 1):

select ...
from packages vuln_p
join vulnerabilities vuln on vuln_p.name = vuln.package_name

However, in order to obtain a smaller, more focused dataset we
may wish to only select packages which also have a decent number
of downloads. We may accomplish this by additionally joining
scraped download metrics (bottom of Figure 1) and keeping only
those with over 1 million weekly downloads:
...
join download_metrics m on m.package_id = vuln_p.id
and (m.download_counts[array_upper(m.download_counts, 1)]).counter
> 1000000

Note that the code outlined here does not distinguish different ver-
sions of a vulnerable package, even though typically vulnerabilities
only affect some versions. A more complex analysis that selects
specific versions of packages that are vulnerable is possible with
npm-follower, and in fact already has a reusable implementation
(Section 4.1.2).

3.2 Determining Dependent Clients
Now that we have a set of packages that contain security vulnerabil-
ities, we can find a corresponding set of dependent client package
versions by using a relation describing the dependencies of each
version of each package:

...
join metadata_analysis.version_direct_runtime_deps edge
on edge.depends_on_pkg = vuln_p.id

join versions client on client.id = edge.v

2https://youtu.be/OgLYThRJhdc?si=V6krLg3LzUvUeH7u
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This dependency relation table is not part of the core data model
of npm-follower but is computed from the core tables with a pro-
vided analysis implementation. As above, this simple query does
not take into account the version of the vulnerable package, so
it may be that the clients depend on non-vulnerable versions. If
needed, this may be addressed by writing a more complex query
on the dependency version constraint data structure (Section 4.1.2).

Finally, if we aim to use dynamic analysis techniques to look
at vulnerability impact in the clients, we may wish to only select
clients which have tests. Since npm-follower stores in original
JSON format all metadata it does not specifically extract, we may
use this to filter for tests:
...
and client.extra_metadata->'scripts'->'test' is not null

We have now completed finding our set of client and vulnerable
library pairs we wish to analyze, and can move on to retrieving
package code for these pairs.

3.3 Obtaining Package Code
We now would like to obtain the code, say for the clients, to pro-
ceed with our vulnerability impact analysis. One way would be to
read the client.tarball_url column from the query above and
download each tarball. Unfortunately, some of these URLs might
return 404 errors because developers could have unpublished those
versions due to depending on a vulnerability, leading to obtaining
a biased sample.

A different approach would be to use the npm-follower code
store (Section 4.2), which attempts to archive tarballs before they
are deleted. Doing so is easy, as all source code URLs map into the
object store, which can then be read from using npm-follower’s
tooling. After obtaining datasets of lists of vulnerable packages and
clients and associated source code, we are now in a good position
to explore exciting research techniques to determine vulnerability
impact.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
When designing npm-follower, we had two primary design goals:
(1) it should be a comprehensive and easy to use dataset for analy-
sis of the NPM ecosystem; and (2) it should be able to be sustain-
ably run using our available hardware resources. Specifically, we
have available an academic Slurm-backed [31] HPC cluster with
around 25 TB of networked file storage, which we use for down-
loading and storing tarballs of package code. The metadata portion
of npm-follower is able to be run independently, on a single Linux
VM with 4CPUs and 128GB of RAM, currently requiring about
700GB of SSD storage.

4.1 Package Metadata
While the most obvious contribution of npm-follower is in the
scraping and storing of package code data, we nevertheless designed
the metadata scraping and analysis component of npm-follower
to behave well in the presence of package deletions, and to use a
richer data model than prior work to enable more complex analyses.
The metadata of npm-follower is stored in PostgreSQL [34], which
provides for a consistent and easy to use data analysis platform
while providing sufficient throughput to index updates from NPM.

4.1.1 Streaming and Parsing Updates. NPMoffers a changes stream-
ing API [24] which allows us to stream updates (package / version
creation and deletion operations) in a JSON format without need-
ing to frequently crawl the NPM website. Unfortunately, the raw
JSON updates have two major problems: (1) the data is poorly struc-
tured with little validation, making basic data analysis difficult; and
(2) when a new version of a package is published, the corresponding
change notification contains all previous versions in addition to the
new version, which causes storage to grow quadratically with the
number of updates if naively storing all change notifications.

To better parse and index the metadata, npm-follower first val-
idates and cleans update events as it receives them, and inserts the
data into the relational database while de-duplicating repetitive
data. In addition, we carefully parse common metadata fields which
are useful for data analysis into interpretable data structures, includ-
ing version numbers, dependency version constraints, and GitHub
repository data. Metadata fields which we don’t specifically parse
(e.g. author’s names and emails) or fail to parse (e.g. invalid source
code repository URIs) are retained in JSON format and available for
querying. Additionally, data fields are not deleted when a package
(or version of a package) is deleted from NPM. Instead, the entity is
only marked with a deleted flag.

4.1.2 Querying Package Metadata. Three tables store the metadata
obtained from the NPM changes API: packages, versions and
dependencies, which collectively enumerate all versions of all
packages, and the dependencies of each version. These tables make
up the core data model of npm-follower (center of Figure 1), and
are typically the starting point of analyses.

Since npm-follower performs parsing on many metadata fields,
it is often possible to write SQL queries which directly interpret
these fields. The most interesting example is dependency version
constraints, which are parsed from their string format into disjunc-
tive normal form (DNF) over the total ordering of version numbers.
For example, the version constraint “12 || 13.0.1” would be
parsed into (𝑋 ≥ 12.0.0 ∧𝑋 < 13.0.0) ∨ (𝑋 ≥ 13.0.1 ∧𝑋 < 13.1.0),
and finding a matching version then corresponds to finding a sat-
isfying assignment for 𝑋 drawn from the set of versions of the
dependency. Matching versions can be computed in SQL by match-
ing candidate versions to each ordering term, and then aggregating
conjunctions followed by aggregating disjunctions.

In contrast, prior work [4, 35] only provides version constraints
as uninterpreted strings, and leaves it up to the user of the dataset
to interpret the constraints if desired. Interpreting constraints cor-
rectly either requires substantial work [27], or forces the analysis
pipeline to interoperate with a JavaScript package for interpreting
version constraints [22].

Since writing queries that operate on these interpreted data
structures is non-trivial, npm-follower includes a small library of
common analyses that users may wish to use and build on. Some
of these analyses include computing updates between versions of
packages3, resolutions of direct dependency version constraints,
transitive dependency graph computation, and identifying versions
of packages which contain a security vulnerability.

3tricky because version ordering and temporal ordering need not agree, see our prior
work for details on this analysis [26].
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4.2 Code Acquisition and Storage
When npm-follower receives metadata updates that contain URLs
to new package code tarballs, npm-follower enqueues a download
job to then be handled by the code data downloading and storage
subsystem running on our HPC cluster.

Storing package code data is challenging, due to both the scale
(tens of millions of tarballs, 20+ TB) and the need to handle sufficient
concurrent writes. We did not explore using existing distributed
file systems such as Hadoop [9] due to concern of Hadoop’s scala-
bility with regards to storing many small files [2] (our use case). In
addition, we are unsure if Hadoop can run correctly and efficiently
on top of the networked file system at our disposal.

Instead, we store tarball data in a custom-built object storage
system stored on the networked file system. A manager node con-
trols access to the object storage, keeping track of byte offsets and
coordinating locks for writing, while individual worker nodes in
the HPC cluster perform the networked disk I/O. Download jobs
are dequeued from the work queue (enqueued by the metadata
subsystem) and assigned to worker nodes in the HPC cluster.

We have observed that the download latency (tarball published to
NPM→ downloaded by npm-follower) has a bimodal distribution,
with one group of tarballs having quite low latency (about 30 s), and
another group of tarballs having higher latency (1 hour – 1 day).
The higher latency downloads appear correlated with periods of
higher load, andmay be caused both by unavoidable latency in NPM
sending change notifications, and latency within npm-follower
itself. Overall, we are able to download 98.8% of tarballs within a
latency of 24 hours, which is satisfactory for our purposes.

To allow data analysis jobs to read from the package code data
(right side of Figure 1), the manager node exposes a mapping of
tarball keys (derived from the downloaded_tarballs table) to un-
derlying file system location information (file name, byte offset,
number of bytes). To read a package code tarball, a worker node
first queries the manager node for the location on disk, and then it-
self performs the read from the underlying (networked) file system.
Fortunately, our software abstracts over this separation, allowing
for a simple cp-like command to read a file out of the object store
given a key. This system allows for large-scale concurrent reading
from the object storage to perform code analysis.

4.2.1 Tarball Size Distribution. Currently the object storage system
is about 24 TB in size and stores over 35 million tarballs. However,
the distribution of tarball sizes is extremely skewed (median =
18.4 KB, mean = 730 KB), with the largest tarball being over 500MB.
Based on this skewed distribution, one could consider trading-off
completeness for storage size. For instance, discarding all tarballs
greater than 16MB would cut the total size in half, while retaining
99.12% of all tarballs. While most of these oversize tarballs belong
to obscure packages, sprinkled among them are popular packages,
such as the NPM CLI (52MB, 890+ million downloads) and gherkin
(120MB, 187+ million downloads). In the future we plan to investi-
gate better discarding strategies by incorporating both tarball size
and download metrics, in order to keep the storage requirements
for npm-follower sustainable.

4.3 Scraping External Metadata
Additionally, npm-follower scrapes two other sources of metadata:
security advisory metadata from the GitHub Security Advisory
Database (top of Figure 1) and package download metrics (bottom
of Figure 1).

The security advisory metadata lists security advisories for NPM
packages, which versions of packages are vulnerable, and applicable
CWEs. Our prior work used this security metadata in a prototype
of npm-follower to analyze the relationships between semantic
versioning and security effects [26]. The package download metrics
provide weekly time-series data on the number of downloads each
package receives, and are often useful for pre-filtering data prior to
other analyses, such as to focus on the top 𝑁 downloaded packages.

Unlike the metadata of packages, for both security metadata and
download metrics we do not have a convenient changes API which
can notify us of new data, and in particular the scraping of package
download metrics [23] is challenging due to severe rate-limiting. To
scrape download metrics for all packages in a reasonable amount
of time, we must perform batch requests to the API, which unfortu-
nately precludes scraping per-version download metrics. With this
strategy, scraping download metrics for all packages takes about
four days. We estimate that if we did not batch requests it would
take about two weeks. If rate limits were to increase, we could
consider scraping per-version metrics in the future.

4.4 Adaptability to Other Ecosystems
In addition to NPM, many other package repositories are important
for software engineering, such as PyPI, APT and more. The general
architecture of npm-followermay be applied to create comprehen-
sive datasets of other ecosystems, depending on available APIs. The
main requirement is a change notification API, which is crucial for
enabling continual archiving of packages, and is central to the de-
sign of npm-follower. Designing a unified data model for multiple
ecosystems could be challenging while maintaining easy query-
ing and interpretable data structures, though prior work [4, 35]
has partially tackled this. To have a unified interpretable format
for version constraints, the DNF format of npm-follower may be
able to used as a low-level target to which high-level constraints
of various diverse syntaxes are parsed into. Investigating gener-
alizing npm-follower to allow for other ecosystems could be an
interesting direction for future work.

5 CONCLUSION
NPM is a quickly evolving and often unreliable archive of data, as
packages are deleted frequently. In this demonstration, we have
presented npm-follower, a scraper and dataset which continually
downloads and archivesmetadata and code fromNPMpackages.We
have further shown the utility of npm-follower for researchers
working in the area of program analysis or software ecosystem
analysis. The code and dataset, featuring a complete account of
the metadata and code of all versions of all packages is available
publicly at https://dependencies.science.
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